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For a short story by James Blasch, see Surface Tension (short story). This article requires the attention of an expert in physics. Please add a reason or setting of the conversation to this template to explain the article problem. WikiProject Physics can help recruit an expert. (June 2019) This article may need to be rewritten
to wikipedia quality standards. You can help. The conversation page may contain suggestions. (June 2019) The tendency of liquid surfaces to shrink to reduce the surface area of Play Media Surface tension and hydrophobic interact in this attempt to reduce the drop of water. Play media Surface Tension experimental
demonstration with soap Rain stream water from the canopy. Among the forces that regulate the formation of drops: surface tension, cohesion, the strength of Van der Waals, the instability of the Plateau-Reilly. Part of the series onContinum Mechanics Laws Of Conservation Mass Momentum Energy Inequality Clausius-
Spirits (Entropy) Solid Mechanics Strain Elasticity Linear Plasticity Hook Law Stress The Ultimate Strain Of Infinite-Small Strain Compatibility BendIng Contact Mechanics Frictional Material Theory Failure Mechanics Fluid Mechanics Fluid Mechanics Fluid Mechanics Tectic Principle Dynamics Principle The Painting
Navier-Stokes Equation Poiseuille Equations (en) Pascal Viscosity Act (Newtonian and Non-Newtonian) Floating (en) Mixing Pressure Liquid Surface Tension Of The Capillary Action of the Gaza Atmosphere Boyle Act Charles Gay-Lussac Act Combined Law plasma Reology Precision Remetry Remetry Smart Liquid
Electroreological Magnetr Geological Ferrofluids Scientists Bernoulli Boyle Cauchy Charles Euler Gay-Lussac Hooke Newton Navier Knoll Pascal Stokes Truesdell Vte Surface Tension is a trend of liquid surfaces shrinking in the minimum surface area possible. Surface tension allows insects (e.g. water striders), usually
denser than water, to swim and glide over the surface of the water. On liquid-air interfaces, surface tension is the result of more attraction of liquid molecules to each other (due to grip) than to molecules in the air (due to grip). There are two main mechanisms in the game. One is the internal effect on surface molecules,
causing the fluid to contract. Second, it is a tangent force parallel to the surface of the liquid. The net effect is that the liquid behaves as if its surface was covered with a stretched elastic membrane. Because of the relatively high attractiveness of water molecules to each other through a web of hydrogen bonds, water has
a higher surface tension (72.8 millineutons (mN) per meter at 20 degrees Celsius) than most other liquids. Surface is an important factor in the phenomenon of capillary. Surface tension has a force size by the length of a unit or energy per unit area. These are two equivalents, but if you refer to energy per unit area, the
term term energy, which is a more general term in the sense that it also applies to solids. In materials science, surface tension is used for both surface stress and surface energy. The causes of the Cohesive Force Chart on fluid molecules Due to the cohesive forces of the molecule are equally stretched in each direction
by neighboring liquid molecules, leading to pure zero power. Molecules on the surface do not have the same molecules on all sides and therefore are pulled inside. This creates some internal pressure and forces the liquid surfaces to contract up to a minimum area. There is also a tension parallel to the surface on the
liquid-air interface, which will withstand the external force, due to the cohesive nature of water molecules. The forces of attraction between molecules of the same type are called cohesive forces, while forces between molecules of different types are called adhesive forces. The balance between the grip of the liquid and
its grip with the container material determines the degree of wetting, the angle of contact and the shape of the meniscus. When cohesion dominates (particularly, adhesive energy is less than half the clutch energy) wetting is low and the meniscus bulging on the vertical wall (as for mercury in a glass container). On the
other hand, when adhesion (adhesion energy is more than half the energy of the clutch) is dominated by wetting high and a similar meniscus concave (as in water in a glass). Surface tension is responsible for the form of liquid droplets. Although water droplets are easily deformed, they are usually drawn into a spherical
form due to an imbalance in the cohesive forces of the surface layer. In the absence of other forces, the droplets of almost all liquids will be roughly spherical. The spherical shape minimizes the necessary tension of the walls of the surface layer in accordance with the Laplace Act. A drop of water lying on the damask.
Surface tension is high enough to prevent floating below textiles Another way of viewing surface tension in terms of energy. The molecule in contact with the neighbor is in a higher state of energy than if it were alone (in some contact with the neighbor). Internal molecules have as many neighbors as they can possibly
have, but border molecules are missing neighbors (compared to internal molecules) and therefore have higher energy. In order for the liquid to minimize its energy state, it is necessary to minimize the number of energy boundary molecules. The minimum number of border molecules leads to a minimum surface area. As
a result of minimizing the surface area, the surface will take the smoothest shape (mathematical proof that smooth shapes minimize surface area, rely on the use of the equation Since any curvature of the surface shape leads to a larger area, higher energy will also result. Impact of the surface surface Water Multiple
effects of surface tension can be seen with ordinary water: beaded rainwater on a wax surface such as a leaf. The water clings weakly to the wax and strongly to itself, so the water groups into the drops. Surface tension gives them an almost spherical shape, as the sphere has as little surface-to-volume ratio as possible.
The formation of the droplets occurs when the mass of the liquid is stretched. The animation (see below) shows the water sticking to the faucet gaining mass until it is stretched to the point where the surface tension can no longer keep the drop connected to the faucet. It then separates and the surface tension forms a
fall into the sphere. If the flow of water escaped from the faucet, the stream would break down into drops during its fall. Gravity stretches the flow, then the surface tension tightens it into the spheres. The flotation of objects is denser than water occurs when the object is not on its own and its weight is small enough to
carry the forces flowing from the surface tension. For example, water stridenders use surface tension to walk on the surface of the pond as follows. The unapproved foot of the water striker means that there is no attraction between the leg molecules and the water molecules, so when the foot pushes down the water, the
surface tension of the water only tries to restore its plane from deformation because of the leg. This water behavior pushes the water strider up so that it can stand on the surface of the water as long as its mass is small enough that the water can support it. The surface of the water behaves like an elastic film: the insect's
feet cause indentations on the surface of the water, increasing its surface area and tending to minimize the surface curvature (so the area) of water pushes the insect's feet up. The separation of oil and water (in this case water and liquid wax) is caused by tension on the surface between different liquids. This type of
surface tension is called the voltage interface, but its chemistry is the same. Tears of wine are the formation of drops and rivulets on the side of a glass containing an alcoholic beverage. Its cause is a complex interaction between the various surface stresses of water and ethanol; this is caused by a combination of
changing the surface tension of the water with ethanol along with ethanol, evaporating faster than water. A. Water beaded on Sheet B. Water drips from tap C. Water striders stay on top of the liquid due to the surface voltage of the D. Lava lamp with interaction between different liquids: water and liquid wax E. Photo
showing the tears of the wine phenomenon. Surfactants Surface tension is seen in other common phenomena, especially when surfactants are used to reduce it: Soap bubbles have very large surface areas with very small mass. Bubbles in clean water are unstable. The addition of surfactants, however, may have a
stabilizing bubbles (see Marangoni effect). Note that surfactants actually reduce surface water tension by three or more times. Emulsions are a type of colloid in which surface tension plays a role. Tiny fragments of oil, suspended in clean water, spontaneously gather in much larger masses. But the presence of surfact
provides a reduction in surface tension, which allows the stability of the smallest drops of oil in the mass of water (or vice versa). The physical units of physics Surface tension, represented by the symbol γ (alternatively σ or T), is measured in force by unit length. Its block SI Newton per meter, but cgs unit dyne
percentage meter is also used. For example, γ 1 d y n s m - 1 e r g c m 2 , 1 10 - 7 m ⋅ N 10 - 4 m 2 - 0.001 Nm and 0.001 J m 2 . Displaystyle gamma {2} 1 matemarma (frak (melon) see No. 10-4, m-{2} 0.001-matemarma (frak)0.001-matemarma (frak) {2} .. Rising surface area This diagram illustrates the force needed
to increase γ surface area. And the fourth mobile side (blue) that can slide to the right. Surface tension will pull the blue bar to the left; the F force required to hold the movable side is proportional to the length of the L still side. If the frame had a more complex shape, the F/L ratio, with the length of the L of the movable
side and the F force needed to stop it sliding, is considered the same for all forms. Therefore, we define surface tension as γ and 1 2 F L. Display style gamma {1}{2} the tailcoat (F. Reason 1/2 is that the film has two sides (two surfaces), each of which makes an equal contribution to power; thus, the force infed by one
side, In terms of γ surface, the tension of the liquid is the ratio of fluid energy change to the change in the surface area of the liquid (which has led to a change in energy). , the surface area of the stretched liquid increases, while the applied force does the job on Liquid. This means that increasing the surface area
increases the energy of the film. The work done by Force F in moving side by side along the x distance is W and F-X; at the same time the total area of the film increases by 2Lx (factor 2 here because the liquid has two sides, two surfaces). Thus, multiplying both the numerator and the denominator γ 1/2F/L on x, we get
γ - F 2 L - F x 2 x x x - W 2L display (gamma-frak) (F-2L) Frak (F'Delta x'2L'Delta x'frac). This W work, according to conventional arguments, is interpreted as stored as a potential energy. Consequently, surface tension can also be measured in the SI system as joules per square meter and in the cgs system as ergs per
cm2. As mechanical systems try to find a state of minimal potential energy, a free drop of liquid naturally takes a spherical form that has a minimum surface area for a given volume. The equivalence of measuring energy per unit of area for strength per unit of length can be proved by measuring analysis. Surface curvature
and pressure of surface voltage forces acting on a tiny (differentiated) area of the surface. δθx and δθy indicate the number of bends over the size of the patch. Balancing voltage forces with pressure leads to the Young-Laplace equation If no force acts normally on the stretched surface, the surface must remain flat. But
if the pressure on one side of the surface is different from the pressure on the other, the difference in surface time pressure results in normal force. In order for the forces of surface voltage to lift the force due to pressure, the surface must be curved. The diagram shows how the curvature of the surface of a tiny surface
area leads to a pure component of surface tension forces acting normally in the center of the patch. When all forces are balanced, The resulting equation is known as the Young-Laplace equation: 9 p y γ (1 R x 1 R y) The Delta Thoma style display on the left (the {1}R_ xxx frak {1} R_y (right) where: x is the difference in
the known pressure, as a laplace γ. Rx and Ry are curvature radii in each of the axes that are parallel to the surface. The amount in brackets on the right side is actually (twice) the average curvature of the surface (depending on normalization). Solutions to this equation determine the shape of water droplets, puddles,
meniscuses, soap bubbles and all other forms defined by surface tension (e.g., the shape of impressions that the legs of a water striker produce on the surface of the pond). The table below shows how the internal pressure of water droplets increases as the radius decreases. For not very small drops the effect is subtle,
but the difference in pressure becomes huge when the size of the fall approaches the molecular size. (At the limit of one molecule becomes becoming For water droplets of different radii in the radius of the drop STP 1 mm 0.1 mm 1 microns 10 nm (atm) 0.0014 0.0144 1.436 143.6 Floating objects cross-section needle
floating on the surface of the water. Fw is weight and Fs are superficial tension as a result of strength. When an object is placed on a liquid, its Fw weight depresses the surface, and if the surface tension and downward force become equal, which is balanced by surface tensions on both sides of the Fs, which each
parallel the surface of the water at the points where it comes into contact with the object. Note that a small movement in the body can cause the object to sink. As the angle of contact decreases, the surface tension decreases. The horizontal components of the 2 Fs arrows point in opposite directions, so they cancel each
other, but the vertical components point in the same direction and therefore fold up to balance the Fw. The surface of the object should not be moist for this, and its weight should be low enough for surface tension to support it. F w y 2 f sin  θ ⇔ w w l g 2 γ L sin  θ display F_ matemarma w (2F_) Square yrow
mathemarma (w) (A_) mathrm w (Lg)2gamma L'sin (theta) Liquid surface Minimum surface Limited by some arbitrary frame shape using strictly mathematical means can be challenging. However, by culling the wire frame and dipping it into a soap-solution, the locally minimal surface will appear as a result of the soap
film within seconds. The reason for this is that the difference in pressure in the liquid interface is proportional to the average curvature, as seen in the Young-Laplace equation. For an open soap film, the pressure difference is zero, so the average curvature is zero, and the minimum surfaces have a zero-medium
curvature property. Contact Angles Home article: Angle contact The surface of any liquid interface between this liquid and some other medium. (note 1) The upper surface of the pond, for example, is the interface between pond water and air. Surface tension, therefore, is not a liquid property alone, but a fluid interface
property with a different environment. If the liquid is in the container, in addition to the liquid/air interface on its top surface, there is also an interface between the liquid and the walls of the container. The surface tension between the liquid and the air is usually different (more) of its surface tension with the walls of the
container. And where the two surfaces meet, their geometry should be such that all forces balance. The forces at the point of contact shown for the contact angle are greater than 90 (left) and less than 90 (right) Where the two surfaces meet, they form a contact angle, θ, which is the angle to the surface does with a hard
surface. Note that the angle is measured through through as shown in the charts above. The diagram on the right shows two examples. Voltage forces are displayed for the liquid-air interface, liquid-hard interface and solid air interface. For example, on the left is the difference between liquid and hard-stretched air
surface, ils and wasp, less than the tension of the surface of liquid air, Ola, but nevertheless, positive, i.e. γ l a zgt; γ l s s γ s a zgt; 0 display (la) qgt;gamma-gamma-gamma-Gamma (mathrm) on the chart, both vertical and horizontal forces should be replaced by exactly The horizontal component of the fla is unsized by
the adhesive force, fA. F A and f l sin  θ display f_ matemarma A f_matemarma (la) sin (sin) More eloquent balance of power, however, is in a vertical direction. The vertical component of the fla should accurately undo the power difference along the hard surface, fls and fsa. e e with a-f l cos  θ displaystyle f_mathrm (ls) --
f_ mathrm (sa) --f_-mathrm (la) (cos s theta) Liquid Solid Contact water corner of soda-lime glass lead, fused quartz 0 ethanolide tetrachloride tetrachloride glycerol acetic acid water paraffin wax 107 silver 90 methyl iodide soda-lime glass 29 lead glass 30 fused quartz 33 mercury soda-lime glass 140 Some liquid solid
contact, as the forces are in direct proportion to their respective surface we also have: γ l with th γ with a-γ l cos  θ display style gamma-mathrm ls, Ola is the tension of the surface of liquid air, sa is the tension of the surface of solid air, θ is the angle of contact, where the concave meniscus has a contact angle of less
than 90 degrees and the convex meniscus has a contact angle of more than 90 degrees. This means that while the difference between liquid and hard-tension surface air, well,com is difficult to measure directly, it can be derived from the liquid tension of the air surface, Nola, and the equilibrium angle of contact, θ, which
is a function of easily measurable advance and retreats the corners of contact (see the main angle of contact). The same link exists on the chart on the right. But in this case, we see that because the angle of contact is less than 90 degrees, The difference in liquid-solid/hard surface surface should be negative: γ l qgt; γ l
γ with the gamma-mathematics (mathematical) - gamma mathematics (sa) Special contact angles Please note that in a special case the interface with water and silver, where the angle of contact is 90 , the difference in liquid-hard Another special case is where the angle is exactly 180 degrees. This is suitable water with
specially prepared Teflon. The 180-degree contact angle occurs when liquid surface tension is exactly the same as the tension of the surface of liquid air. γ l th γ l with γ with zgt; 0 θ y 180 ∘ gamma display matemarma Gamma-matrm (sa) (zgt;0)qquad (180) Methods of measuring the tentiometer force use the Method of
the Ring Du Noi and the Wilhelmi Plate method. Because surface tension manifests itself in various effects, it offers a number of ways to measure it. The optimal method depends on the nature of the liquid being measured, the conditions under which its tension should be measured, and the stability of its surface during
deformation. A tool that measures surface tension is called a tentiometer. Du Noi Ring Method: A traditional method used to measure surface or interracial tension. Wetting the properties of the surface or interface has little effect on this measurement method. The maximum attraction exerted on the ring by the surface is
measured. Wilhelmi Plate method: a universal method specifically suitable for checking surface tension for long periods of time. The vertical slab of the known perimeter is attached to the balance, and the force is measured due to wetting. Spinning drops: This method is ideal for measuring low interfacial attacks. The
diameter of the drop is within the heavy phase measured while both rotate. Suspension drop method: Surface and interfacial voltage can be measured using this method, even at elevated temperatures and pressure. The geometry of the drop is analyzed optically. The maximum diameter and the ratio between this
parameter and the diameter at the maximum diameter from the top of the drop was used to estimate the size and shape parameters to determine surface tension. Bubble pressure method (Jaeger method): a measurement method for determining surface tension in short age groups of the surface. The maximum pressure
of each bubble is measured. Drop volume method: a method of determining interfactional voltage as an interface age function. In the second liquid of different density the liquid of the same density is pumped, the time between the droplets produced is measured. Capillary lifting method: the end of the capillary is
immersed in the solution. The height at which the solution reaches inside the capillary is associated with the surface tension of the equation discussed below. Surface tension can be measured using the suspension drop method on the goniometer. Stalagmometric method: a method of weighing and reading a drop of
liquid. Sessile drop method: a method of determining surface tension and density by placing a drop on the substrate and measuring the angle of contact (see sessile drop method). Du Neu-Paddei Method: A minimalized version of the Du Noy method uses a small metal needle instead of ring, combined with high
microbalance sensitivity to record maximum attraction. The advantage of this method is that very small sample volumes (up to several dozen microliters) can be measured with very high accuracy, without the need to correct the buoyancy (for the needle or, rather, the rod, with the correct geometry). In addition, the
measurement can be done very quickly, in a minimum of about 20 seconds. Vibrational frequency of levitated droplets: The natural frequency of vibrational vibrations of magnetically levitated droplets has been used to measure the surface voltage of the superfluid 4He. This value is estimated at 0.375 ding/cm at T 0 K.
Surface tension and viscosity can be estimated on the received resonant curves. The effects of fluid in the vertical tube Home article: Capillary Action Chart Of The Mercury-style Mercury Barometer Old Barometer consists of a vertical glass tube about 1 cm in diameter partially filled with mercury, and with a vacuum
(called Torrichelli vacuum) in an unfilled volume (see chart on the right). Note that the mercury level in the center of the tube is higher than at the edges, making the upper surface of the mercury dome in shape. The center mass of the entire mercury column would be slightly lower if the upper surface of the mercury was
flat across the cross section of the tube. But the dome-shaped top gives a little less surface area to the entire mass of mercury. Again, the two effects are combined to minimize the overall potential energy. This form of surface is known as convex meniscus. We look at the surface area of the entire mercury mass,
including the part of the surface that is in contact with the glass, because mercury does not stick to the glass at all. Thus, the surface tension of mercury acts throughout the surface area, including where it is in contact with glass. If instead of glass the tube was made of copper, the situation would be very different.
Mercury aggressively adheres to copper. So in the copper tube the level of mercury in the center of the tube will be lower than at the edges (i.e. it will be a concave meniscus). In a situation where the liquid sticks to the walls of the container, we believe that part of the surface of the liquid that is in contact with the
container has a negative surface tension. The liquid then works to maximize the area of the contact surface. Thus, in this case, the increase in the area of contact with the container decreases, rather than increases the potential energy. This decrease is sufficient to compensate for the increase in potential energy
associated with lifting fluid near the walls Container. Illustration of capillary rise and fall. The red contact angle is less than 90 degrees; The blue angle of contact is greater than 90 If the tube is narrow enough and the liquid hanger to its walls is strong enough, the surface tension can make a liquid tube into a phenomenon
known as capillary action. The height on which the column rises is given by the Jurin law: 2 γ l cos  θ g r 'displaystyle h'frac 2'gamma evil - is the tension of the surface of liquid air - the density of liquid, p - the radius of the capillary, g - acceleration due to gravity, θ - the angle of contact described above. If θ is more than
90 degrees, as with mercury in a glass container, the liquid will be suppressed rather than raised. Meadows on the surface of the profile curve edge of the puddle, where the angle of contact is 180 . The curve is given by the formula: 9 x 0 x 1 2 H cosh No 1  (H h h 1 h 2 H 2 displaystyle x-x_{0} frac {1}{2} H'cosh -1 left
(frak (Hsh) right)-Huskrt (1st-frak) (h'{2}) {2} where H No. 2 γ, display H2sqrt frac gammag'rho Small puddles of water on a smooth clean surface have a palpable thickness. Pouring mercury onto a horizontal flat sheet of glass leads to a puddle, which has a palpable thickness. It's a little less than half a centimetre thick
and not thinner. but surface tension, at the same time, acts to reduce the total surface area. The result of the compromise is a puddle of almost fixed thickness. The same demonstration of surface tension can be performed with water, lime water or even saline solution, but only on the surface of a substance to which the
water does not stick. Wax is such a substance. Water poured onto a smooth, flat, horizontal wax surface, say a waxed sheet of glass, will behave just like mercury poured onto the glass. The thickness of a puddle of liquid on the surface, the angle of contact of which is 180 γ degrees, is given: γ is the surface tension of
liquid in the dines per centimeter or Newtons per meter. g is accelerating due to gravity and equals 980 cm/c2 or 9.8 m/c2 - this is the density of liquid in grams per cubic centimeter or kilogram per cubic meter Illustration of how a lower angle of contact leads to a decrease in the depth of puddles In fact, the thickness of
puddles will be a little less than what is predicted above the formula, because very few surfaces have a contact angle 180 . The angle of contact is less than 180 degrees, the thickness of the  θ γ is given: Displaystyle x'qrt frac 2 gamma (mathematics) (left) (1-kos (taa )right) For mercury on the glass, Chgg 487 ding/cm,
h 13.5 g/cm3 and θ 140, which gives h Hg 0.36 cm. For water on paraffin at 25 degrees Celsius, γ 72 ding/cm, No 1.0 g/cm3, and θ - 107, which gives hH2O 0.44 cm. The formula also predicts that when the angle of contact is 0, the liquid will spread into a micro-thin layer on the surface. Such a surface is said to be
completely moist liquid. The decay of streams on the drops Decay of the elongated flow of water on the droplets due to surface tension. The main article: Plateau-Reilly instability In day-to-day life we all observe that the flow of water flowing from the faucet will disintegrate into drops, no matter how smoothly the stream



radiates from the faucet. This is due to a phenomenon called plateau-Reilly instability, which is entirely a consequence of the effects of surface tension. The explanation for this instability begins with the existence of tiny perturbations in the stream. They are always present, no matter how smooth the flow is. If the
perturbations are resolved in the sinusitoid components, we find that some components grow over time and others disintegrate over time. Among those that grow over time, some grow at a faster rate than others. Whether the component disintegrates or grows, and how fast it grows depends entirely on its wave number (a
measure of how many peaks and troughs per centimeter) and the radii of the original cylindrical flow. Thermodynamic thermodynamic surface tension theories J.W. Gibbs developed a thermodynamic capillary theory based on the idea of rupture surfaces. Gibbs looked at a case where a sharp mathematical surface is
placed somewhere in the microscopically fuzzy physical interface that exists between two homogeneous substances. Realizing that the exact location of the surface was somewhat arbitrary, he left it flexible. Since the interface exists in thermal and chemical equilibrium with the surrounding substances (having T
temperature and chemical potentials, Gibbs considered a case where the surface may have excess energy, excess entropy, and excess particles, finding a natural function of free energy in this case, to be U - T S - μ 1 N 1 - μ 2 N 2 ⋯ display U-TS-zmu No {1}N_{1}-Moo {2}N_{2}cdots , the number later named as a great
potential and given the symbol Ω .. Gibbs placing an accurate mathematical surface in a fuzzy physical interface. (A) and BF (display V_)rm (B) , with V and V A , V B (display V'V_'rm) (A'V_'rm) for sure. Now, if the two parts A and B were homogeneous liquids (with pressure p A 'displaystyle p_'rm (A) , p B (display
p_'rm)) and remained completely homogeneous in accuracy to mathematical boundary, Without any superficial effects, the overall grand potential of this volume would be simple: p A v A - p B V B (display -p_'rm (A'V_'rm)-A'-p_'rm (B'V_'rm. Surface effects of interest are a modification of this, and they can all be
assembled into the surface-free energy term Ω S'displaystyle (Omega s'rm S) so that the overall great potential of the volume becomes: Ω - p A. p B V B s Ω S . Display-style Omega-p_rm (Az V_) RM A-p_rm B V_rm BOma Oma RM S. For sufficiently macroscopic and softly curved surfaces, surface-free energy should
simply be proportional to surface area: Ω S s γ A, Omega rm A display, for surface voltage γ gamma display and surface area A. As mentioned above, this means that the mechanical works required to increase surface area A are dW γ dA, provided that the volumes on each side do not change. Thermodynamics requires
that for systems held at constant chemical potential and temperature, all spontaneous changes in condition are accompanied by a decrease in this free energy Ω Omega display, i.e. an increase in total entropy, taking into account the possible movement of energy and particles from the surface into the surrounding
liquids. From this it is easy to understand why the reduction of the surface area of the liquid mass is always spontaneous, provided that it is not associated with any other changes in energy. It follows that a certain amount of energy must be added to increase the surface area. Gibbs and other scientists struggled with
arbitrariness in the precise microscopic placement of the surface. For microscopic surfaces with very dense curvature, it is incorrect to assume that surface tension does not depend on size, and themes such as tolman's length come into play. For macroscopic surfaces (and planar surfaces), surface placement does not
have a significant effect on γ however it has a very strong effect on the values of surface entropy, superficial excess mass density, and surface internal energy, 21':237, which are partial derivatives of surface tension function γ (T, μ 1, μ 2, ⋯), Mu {1}, Moo {2}, x bardots). Gibbs stressed that for solids, surface free energy
can be completely different from surface stress (which it called surface tension): In the case of Interface, there is no difference between formation and stretching, because the liquid and surface completely replenish its nature when the surface is stretched. For a hard, stretching surface, even elastic, leads to a
fundamentally altered surface. In addition, the surface voltage on a solid substance is a directed amount (stress-tensor), while surface energy is scalable. Fifteen years after Gibbs, J.D. van der Waals developed a capillary effects theory based on the hypothesis of continuous density change. He added to the energy
density of the term C (∇ q) 2 , displaystyle c (abla'rho) {2}, where C is a capillary factor and is density. For multiphase equilibrium, the results of van der Waals's approach are almost identical to Gibbs' formulas, but van der Waals's approach is much more convenient to model the dynamics of phase transitions. The van
der Waals capillary energy is now widely used in phase field models of multiphase streams. Such terms are also found in the dynamics of non-equilibrium gases. Thermodynamics of bubbles Pressure inside a perfect spherical bubble can be obtained from thermodynamic considerations of free energy. The
aforementioned free energy can be written as: Ω - P V A - p B V - γ A 'displaystyle (Omega) - Delta PV_'rm (AS-p_)rm WA GAMMA AZ where P.P. R.R.B. (Delta P'p_'rm (A'-p_) rm (B) is the difference in pressure between the inner (A) and the outer side (B) of the bubble, and V A displaystyle V_ (A) is the volume of the
bubble. , 0, and so, P d v A γ d A display style Delta Pya, dV_rm A gamma, dA . For a spherical bubble, Volume and surface area are given simply V A No 4 3 π R 3 → d V A and 4 π R 2 d R , displaystyle V_ {4}{3} rm Ryo {3} right square (square dV_) (A'4'pi R'{2},dR) and A 4 π R 2 → d A 8 π R d R . Displaystyle A4'pi
R'{2}quad 'quad dA'pi R,dR.) Replacing this relationship in the previous expression, we find no 2 R γ, Delta Piafrak display {2} R gamma, which is equivalent to the Yang-Laplace equation when Rx and Ry. The effect of the temperature dependence of surface voltage between liquid and steam phases of pure water
Temperature depending on the surface voltage of benzene depends on the temperature. For this reason, when the value is given for surface interface tension, the temperature should be clearly stated. The general trend is that surface tension decreases with temperature rise, reaching 0 at critical temperature. For more
information see: There are only empirical equations associated with surface tension and temperature: γ E'tv's: Display-style gamma {2} {3}' Ok (T_ Matemarma (C-T⁄×). The V 18 ml/mole and TC 647 K (374 degrees Celsius) can continue to be used for water. The variant on Ashtva is described by Ramaem and Shields: γ
V 2 3 q (T C - T - 6) frac {2}{3} 'k'left (T_'mathrm (C)-T-6'right) where temperature shift 6 K provides a formula with the best at lower temperatures. Guggenheim-Katayama: γ - γ ∘ (1 - T T C ) n displayamhamma-gamma (T_left) γ is a constant for each liquid, and n is an empirical factor, the cost of which is 11/9 for organic
liquids. This equation was also suggested by van der Waals, which further suggested that γ could be given by the expression K 2 T C 1 3 P C 2 3 3, display style K_{2}T_mathrm (C) Frac {1}{3}P_'mathrm (C) Frac {2}{3}, where K2 is a universal constant for all liquids, and PC is a critical fluid pressure (although later
experiments have shown that K2 varies somewhat from one liquid to another). Guggenheim-Katayama and Estwes take into account the fact that surface voltage reaches 0 at critical temperature, while Ramai and Shields are not true at this endpoint. The effect of soluble concentration of Solutes can have a different
effect on surface tension depending on the nature of the surface and solution: Little or no effect, for example, sugar in water, most organic compounds on oil/air surface tension increase, Most inorganic salts in the water 'air no monotonous changes, most inorganic acids in the water' air Reduction of surface tension
gradually, like most amphiphiles, for example, alcohols in water air reduction of surface voltage to a certain critical concentration, and no effect after that: surfactants that mice formlles What complicates the effect is that the solvent can exist in another concentration on the surface. This difference varies from one
dissolving combination to another. Gibbs Isotherm argues that: Γ No. 1 R T (∂ γ ∂ ln  C) T , P Gamma-frak {1} RT left (Γfrak (partial partial right) it is an excess of mortar per unit of surface over the area above that, that would be if the concentration of mass prevailed all over the surface. R is a constant gas and T
temperature Some assumptions are made in its deduction, so Gibbs isotherm can only be applied to a perfect (very diluted) solution with two components. The effect of particle size on vapor pressure See also: The Clausius-Clapiron relationship effect leads to another equation, also attributed to Kelvin as The Kelvin
Equation. This explains why because of the surface tension the vapor pressure for small droplets of liquid in the suspension is greater than the standard vapor pressure of the same liquid when the interface is flat. That is, when the liquid forms small drops, the equilibrium concentration of its vapor in its vicinity is greater.
This occurs because the pressure inside the drop is greater than outside. P v f o g - P v ∘ e V 2 γ R T r k 'displaystyle P_'mathrm (v P_) mathematical gamma (in) hook-frak (V2) gamma (RTr_) molecules on the surface of a tiny drop (left) have in the middle, neighbors smaller than on the flat surface (right). Therefore,
they are connected more weakly to the drop than the molecules of the flat surface. PEV is the standard vapor pressure for this liquid at this temperature and pressure. V is the volume of a molar. R is a gas constant rk is the radius of Kelvin, a radius of drops. The effect is explained by super-saturation of vapors. In the
absence of nucleation, tiny droplets must form before they can turn into large drops. This requires steam pressure many times the pressure of steam at the point of the transition phase. This equation is also used in the chemistry of catalysts to assess the mesoporosity of solids. The effect can be viewed from the point of
view of the average number of molecular neighbors of surface molecules (see chart). The table shows some calculated values of this effect for water at different drop sizes: P/P0 for water droplets of different radii within the radius of the STP drop (nm) 1000 100 1 P/P0 1.001 1.011 1.114 2.95 Effect becomes clear for
very small drop sizes, As a drop 1 nm radius has about 100 molecules inside that amount small enough to require analysis of quantum mechanics. The surface tension of water and sea water The two most common liquids on Earth are fresh water and seawater. This section provides a correlation of reference data for the
surface tension of both. Surface tension of water Surface tension of pure liquid water in contact with its steam was given by IAPWS as γ w 235.8 ( 1 t C) 1.256 1 - 0.625 ( 1 - T T C) - mN/m, display style gamma textw'w'235.8 left (1---frac TWO T_ text (right) 1.256 left 1-0.625 (left) (1- frak (T.T.T_ text Cright) right text
mN/m where and T, and the critical temperature of TC 647.096 K is expressed in Kelvin. The actuality of the entire vapor-liquid saturation curve, From triple point (0.01 degrees Celsius) to critical point. It also provides reasonable results when extrapolating to metastable (super-corrosion) conditions to at least 25 degrees
Celsius. This formulation was originally adopted by IAPWS in 1976 and was amended in 1994 to act Temperature scale 1990. Uncertainty of this formulation is given throughout the IAPWS temperature range. At temperatures below 100 degrees Celsius, the uncertainty is ±0.5%. Surface tension of sea water Nayar et al.
(34) published reference data on the surface tension of sea water over the salinity range of 20 ≤ S ≤ 131 g/kg and temperature range of 1 ≤ tons ≤ 92 degrees at atmospheric pressure. The range of temperature and salinity covers both the oceanographic range and the range of conditions found in thermal desalination
technologies. Uncertainty of measurements ranged from 0.18 to 0.37 mN/m with an average uncertainty of 0.22 m/m. Nayar et al. correlated data with the following equation γ s w and γ w (1 - 3.766 × 10 - 4 S - 2.347 × 10 - 6 S t) Gammamatemarma (left) (1 3,766 x times 10-4C2,347 times 10-6 degrees on the right)
where mv is the surface tension of sea water in MN/m, The question is: surface tension of water in MN/m, S is the reference salinity in g/kg, and t - temperature in degrees Celsius. The average absolute percentage deviation between measurements and correlations was 0.19%, and the maximum deviation was 0.60%.
The International Association for Water and Steam Properties (IAPWS) has adopted this correlation as an international standard guide. The tension of the surface of the data table of different liquids in the dyn/cm against the air 37Mix compositions designated % are the mass of dyn/cm equivalent to the blocks of SI
mN/m (millinewton per meter) Liquid surface tension, γ acetic acid 20 27.60 acetic acid (45.1%) - Water 30 40.68 acetic acid (10.0%)89 Ditil ether 20 17.00 Eta 20 22.27 Ethanol (40%) - Water 25 29.63 Ethanol (11.1%) - Water 25 46.03 Glycerol 20 63.00 n-He Oksana 20 18.40 Hydrochloric Acid 17.7 M aqueous solution
20 65.95 Isopropanol 20 21.70 Liquid helium II 85 Liquid Oxygen No18 2 13.2 Mercury 15 487.00 Methanol 20 22.60 Molten silver chloride 650 163'39 Sodium chloride/calcium chloride (47/53 mole%) 650 139 х 40 н-октан 20 21,80 хлорид натрия 6,0 М водный раствор 20 82,55 сахароза (55%) - вода 20 76,45
Вода0 75.64 Вода 25 71.97 Вода 50 67.91 Вода 100 58.85 Толуол 25 27.73 Галерея эффектов Распад движущийся лист воды отскакивая от ложки. Фотография проточной воды, прилипающей к руке. Поверхностное натяжение создает лист воды между потоком и рукой. Мыльный пузырь
уравновешивает силы поверхностного напряжения против внутреннего пневматического давления. Поверхностное натяжение предотвращает погружение монеты: монета, бесспорно, плотнее воды, поэтому она должна вытеснять объем больше своего собственного для плавучести, чтобы
сбалансировать массу. Ромашка. Весь цветок лежит ниже уровня (нетронутый) бесплатно The water rises smoothly around the edge. Surface tension prevents the air from filling the air with water between the petals and possibly the flower.5 Metal clamp paper floats on water. Some of them can usually be neatly
added without overflowing the water. The aluminum coin floats on the surface of the water at 10 degrees Celsius. Any extra weight will drop the coin to the bottom. A metal paper clip floating on the water. The radiator grille in front of the light has created contour lines that show the deformation of the water surface
caused by metal ops. See also the Underwater Diving Portal Anti-fog Capillary Waves - short waves on the surface of the water, adjustable by surface tension and Cheerio effect inertia - a trend for small wet floating objects to attract each other. The Cohesion of the Immeasurable Numbers Bond Room or E'tv's number
Capillary Number Marangoni Room Weber Room Dortmund Data Bank - contains experimental temperature-dependent surface stresses Electrowetting Force Electrowetting Electrowetting Electrocapillarite E'tv's rule - the rule for predicting surface voltage depends on the temperature of the fluid tube Hydrostatic
equilibrium - the effect of the gravitational pulling of matter in the round shape of the Formed by liquid in Mercury container, the beating heart is a consequence of the heterogeneous surface tension of the Sessile drop technique Sow-Hsin Chen Specific Surface of Energy - as well as like a surface tension in isotropic
materials. The method of spinning droplets stalagmometric method Surface pressure Surface Science Surface tension of biomimetics Surface tension value Of Surfactants - substances that reduce surface tension. Shishkovsky's equation - Calculating the surface tension of the axal solutions Tears of Wine - the
superficial tension of the induced phenomenon seen on the sides of glasses containing alcoholic beverages. The length of Tolman is the leading term in the correction of surface tension for curved surfaces. Notes for wetting and dehydration - In the mercury barometer, the upper liquid surface is an interface between a
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